Top Challenges of
Getting Bluetooth
IoT Sensor Data
to the Cloud

Introduction
The Internet of Things
(IoT) is all about data –
collecting it, analyzing
it, and using it to
complete necessary
functions or tasks. Many
IoT systems use sensors
– and oftentimes many
sensors – to efficiently
gather this data. The
more sensors there are,
the more data there is
to manage and assess.
This is where the cloud comes into
play. As part of an IoT system, the
cloud provides a resource where
companies can collect, store, and
analyze this vast amount of data
externally rather than within their
own internal network. You could say
that the cloud is the brain center
for IoT. Sensors and other devices
collect the data and perform the
basic functions for which they were
designed, but the processing and
analyzing of this data typically
occurs in the cloud. The ability to
use the cloud in this manner saves
companies a great deal of money
– there’s less investment needed in
their internal equipment – and allows
for scalability. When hundreds of
thousands or more sensors are inplay in an IoT system, relying on the
cloud, rather than enhancing sensors
and other devices to analyze and
act on data – saves money, time, and
definitely resources.

Now that we’ve substantiated the
usefulness of and need for the
cloud as part of an IoT system, we
can now move on to talk about
what this means for your own IoT
system and, more specifically, your
Bluetooth IoT sensors. The benefits
are obvious but, along with these
benefits comes some significant
challenges. In this paper, we discuss
some of the potential challenges that
IoT engineers face when tasked with
connecting their Bluetooth sensors
to the internet (and the cloud) in a
way that is effective and secure.
There are two basic parts of
this story:
• Using an IoT gateway and the
challenges this presents – We
first discuss the role of a gateway
when working with Bluetooth
sensors and the cloud as well
as associated challenges
• Bluetooth-specific challenges
– Bluetooth has some specific
challenges when it comes
to working within a varied
IoT system
Read on to learn more!
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One of the greatest
challenges for IoT
engineers is the ability
to connect to the
internet and transfer
data to the cloud using
a method that’s both
strong and secure.

Using An IoT
Gateway
What is an IoT
Gateway?
One of the greatest challenges for
IoT engineers is the ability to connect
to the internet and transfer data to
the cloud using a method that’s both
strong and secure. Reliable network
connections can be threatened by
security concerns, high data costs,
proprietary and other varying
protocols, the critical need for realtime requirements, and tough wireless
conditions that often accompany IoT
systems and applications. Adding
to this list the prevalent existence
of out-of-date and/or wired legacy
equipment… let’s face it. Connectivity
is complicated.

The use of an IoT gateway addresses
and mitigates many of these
challenges. Basically, a gateway is
a hardware device that contains
application software capable of
performing required tasks for IoT
communication whether it involves
device-to-device or device-to-cloud
interactions. With its integrated
technologies – such as Bluetooth
5, 802.11ac MU-MIMO Wi-Fi, and
Hardware Root of Trust – utilizing a
gateway for IoT monitoring systems
can simplify, secure, and enhance the
performance of critical IoT systems.

Potential Challenges
with Gateway Use
Simply transferring data from a single
sensor to the cloud is easy. But when
faced with the need for scalability with
their IoT systems, companies often

Some general IoT gateway features may include:
M2M communication

Security – Network security
and user access management

Enabling communication
with wired and/or legacy
devices and equipment

Device configuration
and updates

Data collecting, processing,
filtering, and analytics

System diagnostics
and maintenance

want or even need a gateway between
their sensors and the cloud. Like
we mentioned earlier, connectivity
is complicated. Although utilizing a
gateway can simplify and enhance
your IoT system, it’s also not without
its own challenges.

Differing Devices, Technologies,
and Protocols
Within one IoT system, a variety of
devices, technologies, and protocols
potentially exist. A warehouse, for
example, may contain older equipment
that doesn’t currently have the
ability to wirelessly connect to an IoT
system. Other legacy devices may be
out-of-date and thus incompatible.
Or they may utilize legacy serial
communication protocols such as
Modbus or BACnet. Even with an upto-date IoT system, companies may
have differing technologies to meet
different needs such as a combination
of Bluetooth and cellular devices.
Internet Connection Issues
As we all know, connection issues such
as intermittent connectivity are not
unheard of. They do occur. And, with
critical IoT devices, this could cause
serious problems. With no connection,
the collected data cannot be delivered
to the cloud, data analysis cannot
occur, and the required actions cannot
be completed in real-time.
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BluetoothSpecific
Challenges
Understanding
the Benefits of
Bluetooth in IoT
Systems
Bluetooth is a wireless technology
that allows engineers to add shortrange capabilities to their devices.
By utilizing Bluetooth mesh, which
replaces the one-to-one Bluetooth
exchange with a many-to-many
(m:m) relationship, these short-range
devices can communicate over large
areas. Bluetooth mesh networks
monitor and manage a large number
of devices and, because it relies on
Bluetooth LE technology, does so
with low-energy efficiency.
Bluetooth is also mostly compatible
with current devices such as PCs,

tablets, and smartphones which
provides it with versatility in a variety
of industrial environments and
use cases. Add to this its ability to
achieve robust signal performance in
challenging RF environments (such as
warehouses and hospital settings) and
it’s clear that Bluetooth technology is
a valuable piece in the IoT puzzle.

bursts. Although a perk is their long
battery life, Bluetooth sensors are
often unavailable for long periods
of time which can confuse gateways
on whether a sensor is still working
properly or just asleep.

Bluetooth-Specific
Challenges with
Cloud Computing

Another issue is similar to what we
discussed earlier in this paper about
differing devices, technologies, and
protocols. There are many different
Bluetooth protocols and profiles.
Some of these are standard, such as
the environmental sensing service
profile, but in our experience, most
implementations are proprietary,
such as virtual serial ports or
custom GATT profiles. To make it
more complicated, there are also
a variety of options when it comes
to Bluetooth connections. Some
devices opt for the typical Bluetooth
connection process of accessing an
app and pairing the devices. While
with others, it’s connectionless
which means that focuses less on
exchanging information and more
on relaying pertinent information
without requiring any action from
the recipient. A good use case for
connectionless Bluetooth is when
first responders must have pin-point

In addition to the IoT gateway issues
mentioned above, an IoT engineering
team may also face some Bluetoothspecific challenges.

Sleepy Sensors
IoT engineers must deal with
sleepy Bluetooth sensors. This
is understandable considering
that Bluetooth LE technology is
intended for short bursts of data
transmission with the Bluetooth
device sleeping in between these

By utilizing Bluetooth mesh, which replaces the
one-to-one Bluetooth exchange with a many-tomany (m:m) relationship, these short-range devices
can communicate over large areas. Bluetooth mesh
networks monitor and manage a large number
of devices and, because it relies on Bluetooth LE
technology, does so with low-energy efficiency.

A Variety of Bluetooth Protocols
and Connection Methods
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location accuracy to find a victim during
a disaster.
Bottom line? Within an IoT system,
your collection of Bluetooth LE
sensors may involve a wide variety
of ways to communicate. For your
system to function effectively, it must
adapt and accommodate these varied
communication/connection methods
when collecting and transmitting data
to the cloud.

Despite the complexity and challenges
inherent in an IoT, Bluetooth, and cloudbased system, there are successful
options that can help you mitigate
these in order to establish an efficient,
powerful, and useful network.

Edge Computing
Edge computing is one method that
addresses many of these challenges by

Hardware Configuration
and Firmware Updates to
Many Sensors
IoT engineers must also
establish a method of
configuring new sensors and
delivering firmware updates
to current sensors. This may
be an easy task to handle
manually when dealing with
only a few sensors. But when
an IoT system is scaled up to
contain hundreds, thousands,
or even more sensors, manual
configurations and updates
become extremely unrealistic.
The system must be able to
update the sensors remotely
which obviously adds
another layer of complexity
and challenge.

Addressing These
Challenges

An intelligent or smart
gateway is an IoT gateway
that has the capabilities to
enable edge computing.
Using a smart gateway
allows for more edge
computing to actually
occur at the edge. Rather
than sending directly to
the cloud every packet of
data from every connected
sensor in the IoT network,
the sensors instead deliver
data to the gateway.

Security

internet-of-things/where-is-the-edgein-edge-computing). In other words,
it refers to any computing that occurs
before the data is delivered to the cloud.
An intelligent or smart gateway is an
IoT gateway that has the capabilities
to enable edge computing. Using a
smart gateway allows for more edge
computing to actually occur at the
edge. Rather than sending directly to
the cloud every packet of data from
every connected sensor in the IoT
network, the sensors instead deliver
data to the gateway. The gateway then
analyzes the data and only sends to the
cloud essential data and/or data that
requires additional analysis or action.
Considering that IoT systems can be
made up of hundreds of thousands or
more individual sensors, gateways and
edge computing help distribute the
data processing burden.
With a smart IoT gateway, full
intelligence is not required at each
connected sensor or device. This can
be especially helpful in situations
where, like we mentioned earlier,
a company is dealing with older,
incompatible devices that may use
legacy serial protocols such as Modbus
or BACnet. These companies will more
likely not be forced to update or retrofit
old equipment to function properly in
the IoT system.

Reduced Latency
A fourth and very significant
challenge that accompanies Bluetooth
paired with cloud-based technologies is
security. Just as Bluetooth devices may
vary in regard to their protocols and
connection methods, they also vary in
their types and levels of security. While
some rely heavily on authentication
and encryption to create a secure
connection, other Bluetooth beacons
just blast the data for anyone to ‘see’.
Although this makes the communication
far simpler, it seriously compromises
both security and privacy issues.

offering a variety of benefits including
both reduced latency and improved
availability.
Before we discuss these benefits in more
detail… what exactly is edge computing?
Edge computing refers to any data
processing that occurs at or near the
source of the data rather than at an
external cloud-based location. Cisco, a
known leader in networking, defines it
just a bit differently. Cisco’s perspective
on the edge in edge computing is that
it “is anywhere that data is processed
before it crosses the Wide Area Network
(WAN).” (https://blogs.cisco.com/

Latency refers to how much of a
lag or delay occurs when sending
information from one device to
another. When utilizing a cloud-based
IoT system, latency can be a significant
issue. With edge computing and a
smart gateway, data does not need to
be sent to the cloud to be acted upon.
The gateway itself can act locally on
the data it receives which enables
nearly real-time responses.
One use case to better understand this
is a hospital or warehouse setting where
the workers use badges to log or scan
their work hours. During a shift change
of many employees, the gateway can
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The following are two use
cases (one critical and
one simply convenient)
where a smart gateway
and edge computing
would be beneficial:

Consider a
hospital setting
where health monitoring
equipment tracks the
vitals of critical patients
and acts upon the
information as needed. A
life-critical setup like this
must be able to operate
offline when necessary.
If there is a disruption in
the internet connection,
healthcare workers must
be confident that the
equipment will continue
to function effectively.

While not as
critical as a hospital
setting, retail stores rely
on their POS systems to
be available the entire
time their store is open
to customers. For areas
that suffer with unreliable
internet connections, this
could be an issue and
could potentially affect
their sales.

Figure A

receive and process the data locally
and only then transfer the information
to the cloud, if necessary. This prevents
a backlog of data which can greatly
reduce latency.

Improved Availability
As we’ve already mentioned,
intermittent internet connectivity can
be a significant challenge especially
when it comes to critical IoT devices
that must communicate with the
cloud. With a smart gateway and
edge computing, the gateway itself
can collect, process, store, and act on
data internally even when there is no
internet connection. Once the system
is back online, the gateway can then
synchronize the data between the
sensors and the cloud service.

anyone else who may be responsible
for the operation and maintenance
of the Bluetooth sensors and other
devices) can manage the sensors as
a whole rather than individually. This
applies to firmware upgrades and
the configuration of new sensors and
devices, both of which can be done
remotely over-the-air (OTA) once
initiated by the gateway.
This method also generates cost
savings. When uploading data to the
cloud via the internet, you need a data
plan. When uploading data to the cloud
from a lot of different sensors, you’d
need a lot of individual data plans. The
ability to complete this via a single
gateway (a single data plan) eliminates
many of these operational costs.

Security
See Figure A for two use cases (one
critical and one simply convenient)
where a smart gateway and edge
computing would be beneficial.
IoT engineers can develop code in the
gateways for specific functions which
can then be executed locally. This
allows the gateways to manage their
connected sensors without disruption
even when an internet connection is
not available. And, because down-time
caused by internet disruptions are
expensive, using IoT gateways in this
manner reduces operating costs.

Centralized Network
Management
We suggested early in this paper that
one of the greatest challenges for IoT
engineers is the ability to connect to
the internet. Magnify that challenge to
include many Bluetooth sensors and
other IoT devices makes the task even
more daunting. Relying on the cloud to
single-handedly monitor and manage
hundreds of thousands of sensors and
their data is unrealistic. Once you place
a gateway between the cloud and the
sensors, the gateway has to “speak” to
the cloud on behalf of the sensors.
By creating a centralized system
using a smart gateway, engineers (or

And, of course, there’s the issue of
security. Alleviating security concerns
has been a top priority for as long
as Bluetooth technology has been
included in wireless IoT systems.
Especially beginning with Bluetooth
4.2, most of the major security
concerns have been addressed. With
version 4.2 came the introduction
of two security upgrades – LE
Secure Connections and LE Privacy.
These two upgrades combined with
Bluetooth 5’s advertising packets has
made IoT security with Bluetooth
devices much more reliable.
Despite the fact that an IoT network
may contain a variety of Bluetooth
devices with differing levels of security,
having an intelligent gateway and the
appropriate tools in place can help
mitigate security risks. Using a reliable
system can provide much-needed
encryption and authentication for
communications between a gateway
and its associated sensors as well as
between the gateway and the cloud.
With these protections in place, a
gateway can relay security tools (such
as firmware updates and patches)
from the cloud to all of the network’s
sensors at one time.
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Wrap Up
We began this paper with a reminder
about how the IoT is all about the
data that is collected, analyzed, and
used for a variety of functions and
tasks. The data collection part is often
accomplished via sensors – and many,
many sensors for larger IoT systems.
With this large collection of data comes
the daunting task of managing and
analyzing all of it.
Including the cloud – the brain center –
in your IoT system provides a resource
for the collection, storage, and analysis

of this data outside your internal
network. This frees up space and
lowers your workload, decreases the
monetary investment for internal IoT
system equipment and upgrades, and
allows for much simpler and realistic
scalability. But the challenge remains
of transferring all of this data from your
internal system to the cloud.
Bluetooth, and specifically Bluetooth
IoT sensors, are a valuable addition
to large IoT systems. Those familiar
with Bluetooth know that this wireless
technology, although inherently
short-range, has the capability to

communicate over large areas using a
mesh network to monitor and manage
a large number of devices. And, using
Bluetooth LE technology, it does so
with low-power effectiveness.
Despite the challenges, these
sensors with their compatibility with
current devices and their ability to
operate robustly in challenging RF
environments, are beneficial for large
IoT systems. Paired with an intelligent
IoT gateway, Bluetooth IoT sensors are
a valuable addition when tackling the
challenge of large-scale data collection
and transference to the cloud.

Laird Connectivity’s
IoT Devices:
Do you need to connect your products or applications to the cloud?
Laird Connectivity enables enterprises to get wireless device data
to the cloud with rugged sensors, gateways, modules, and services.
Our portfolio of IoT devices combines multiple wireless technologies
including Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, low-power cellular, and LoRa. We work
with companies to match the right technologies and products to their
business model and provide the support and services needed to avoid
roadblocks. We use decades of wireless expertise to bring your product
to market faster with the results you want.
For more information, visit lairdconnect.com/iot-devices

About
Laird Connectivity:
Laird Connectivity simplifies wireless
connectivity with market-leading
modules, antennas, IoT devices, and
customer-specific wireless solutions.
Our products are trusted by companies
around the world for their performance
and reliability. With best-in-class
support and comprehensive product
development services, we reduce
your risk and improve your time-tomarket. When you need unmatched
wireless performance to connect
your applications with security and
confidence, Laird Connectivity Delivers
– No Matter What.
Learn more at lairdconnect.com
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